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The rise of the Rajapaksas as a formidable political family in the Ruhunu began
with Don David Vidanarachchi Rajapaksa ... some of his descendants ensconced in
the corridors of power. In 1956, S.W.R.D ...
“Medamulana Dynasty”: Four Sons and Three Grandsons of Don Alvin Rajapaksa
Find the latest Booking Holdings Inc. Common St (BKNG) stock quote, history, news
and other vital information to help you ...
BKNG Stock – David Rolfe’s Wedgewood Partne – GuruFocus.com
Cheney in Jan. 2004, three weeks after the court agreed to hear a case involving
Cheney’s energy task force. But because there is no disclosure ... Sheldon
Whitehouse, D-Rhode Island, and John Neely ...
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Court reform 'small ball'
Eric Adams seemed equal parts dazed and delighted on primary night, amazed at
what he and his team had accomplished. The prestige they were poised to claim,
the awesome responsibility they were about ...
What Eric Adams represents: Appreciate the rise of Black political power in New
York
W.Va., visited Morgantown Thursday and took time to talk to. He shared his
thoughts on fossil fuels and clean energy, infrastructure and a few bills he's
backing. On clean energy, McKinley said he ...
Rep. David McKinley talks clean energy, infrastructure during visit to Morgantown
The Georgia Republican used the phrase ‘medical brown shirts’ in describing
officials and volunteers encouraging all Americans to get vaccinated.
Weeks after Holocaust Museum visit, Rep. Greene makes new Nazi-era comparison
in opposing vaccination push
Jeffrey E. Garten’s “Three Days at Camp David” returns readers to 1971 and
Nixon’s momentous decision to take the United States off the gold standard.
How Richard Nixon Changed America’s Place in the World
Renewable energy sources provide a very intuitive way to fulfill the world's energy
needs. While fossil fuels may deplete sooner or later, renewable energy sources
are there forever. Yet, higher ...
5 Reasons to Invest in Renewable Energy Stocks
Part of Kendi’s book also argues that labeling all white people as racists actually
feeds the power of racism ... Tom Cotton (R-Ark.), Banks attempted to force Gilday
to answer questions ...
Navy reading list becomes latest battle in the ‘woke military’ war
The Pistons are planning to hire George David as assistant GM, a league source
tells @freep. David is a Pistons veteran who previously spent nearly 18 years with
the org in ...
NBA rumors: Pistons to hire George David as assistant GM
Douglas Tirola’s archival portrait sheds light on Leonard Bernstein as a cultural
diplomat and activist who believed in the power of music to break down barriers.
By David Rooney Chief Film ...
‘Bernstein’s Wall’: Film Review | Tribeca 2021
David Cicilline, D-R.I., talks to reporters just outside the ... Joe Neguse of Lafayette.
It would force large corporations to pay higher fees when they merge or acquire
new companies.
Ken Buck is staring down Big Tech companies. And powerful people in his political
party
The Pistons have hired George David as assistant general manager, sources tell
@TheAthletic. David was with the organization previously for close to two decades
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in various ...
James Edwards III: The Pistons have hired George David
David Petraeus in a Washington Post Live interview ... Relations Committee
Chairman Bob Menendez of New Jersey. “Congress has the power to authorize the
use of military force and declarations of war, ...
Top US Afghanistan commander: ‘The security situation, it's not good’
WASHINGTON — A House panel pushed ahead Wednesday with ambitious
legislation that could curb the market power of Big Tech ... led by industry critic
Rep. David Cicilline, D-R.I., targets the ...
House panel pushes legislation targeting Big Tech’s power
Last week, Congress introduced legislation that, if passed, could force ... power in
the economy. WSJ's Dana Mattioli speaks to Representatives David Cicilline (D., RI)
and Ken Buck (R., ...
Congress's Case to Break Up Amazon
David Dobrydney ... Don Bacon, R-Nebraska, a former Air Force electronic warfare
official, told C4SIRNET in a statement. “Control of the electromagnetic spectrum
underpins every aspect of our military ...
US Air Force attempts to awaken spectrum ops after decades of waning
electromagnetic warfare
David Berger and Acting ... is a naval expeditionary force that’s forward. We’re at
the limits of what I can do internally right now.” Rep. Rob Wittman, R-Va., asked if
additional money ...
Lawmakers are worried about the US Navy’s spending plan and a near-term China
threat
WASHINGTON — A House panel pushed ahead Wednesday with ambitious
legislation that could curb the market power of tech ... led by industry critic Rep.
David Cicilline, D-R.I., targets the ...
House may curb power of Facebook, Google, Amazon, Apple
Raymond Siu, 55, a deputy police commissioner who joined the force in 1988, will
take over Tang’s position at the law enforcement agency. David Webb ... of the
increasing power of the police.” ...
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